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Down in the Dungeon
Sir Isonbald looked grimly down the vast underground hall. Asken’s 
Lamp of a Thousand Brilliances illuminated the vast darkness better 
than any mundane source of light could but still ominously at the far 
end shadows played around the double doors. Isonbald was concerned. 
Beyond those doors where vast stairs sweeping down into the darkness, 
providing a way up for stronger horrors than those they had already 
bested. Meanwhile Asken was busy collecting the gold trinkets into 
his magical carrying machine. They had found them in a pile in the hall 
after Isonbald had slaughtered an entire company of Hobgoblins in the 
name of righteousness. Isonbald turned to the Gnome Master Thief 
“Remember that this, to be returned to its rightful owners” the Holy 
Avenger remarked pointing sternly at the treasure. “Yeah ok, but do you 
think any of them will be left alive in the Village? I mean after the raiding 
hobgoblins and not to mention the Dragon turning up for a snack?” 
Isonbald scowled remembering that the Gnome did not believe in the 
cause of the just. Suddenly the very room began to rhythmically shake, 
as if it was inside a large drum. The shakes became stronger and nearer. 
Isonbald pulled out his two handed sword and wiped the green goblin 
blood of its perfect silver blade. Asken turned pale. “Talking of that 
Dragon” he said.
The double doors exploded in a hail of splinters. Through the smoking 
wreckage the Red Dragon of the Underhalls stomped forward like an 
aggressive dog, enraged by the intrusion into its lair.
“By Arden the God of Just Vengeance I will smite ye, worm!” cried 
Isonbald charging head long sword in front towards the charging Dragon.
“Eop, someone better cover this daft sod’s behind” Asken remarked, 
neatly closing the carrying machines’ open lid and activating its 
mechanical flying wings, before climbing onto it. Up into the air Asken 
flew, narrowly missing a jet of fire from the dragon. Preparing to throw 
a bottle of his homebrewed explosive liquid at the Dragon he couldn’t 
resist making one last quip. “Oh well at least this big fight should pay out
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Welcome to the world of Old School done New 
School!
This ‘Genre Pak’ aims to emulate the feel and excitement of those early 
dungeon based adventures of the 70s/80s. It is designed so you can 
quickly and easily generate heroes, pick up the small amount of genre 
specific rules, and then head down the example dungeon. 
If you are looking to introduce your players to HeroQuest, in a setting 
that should be familiar and comfortable to all of them.

Ye Little Book of HeroQuest Dungeoneering is split into five sections.

Hero generation.1.  Four class keywords and four racial keywords, 
with guidance on how to create old school heroes of Sword and 
Sorcery.
Magic.2.   Gives Vancian Magic as a magic framework, with example 
spells and magic items.
Monsters.3.  Guidance on how to convert your favourite old school 
monster to HeroQuest.
Dungeon Design.4.  A frame work for quickly creating dungeon based 
adventures.
The Catacombs of Zaz.5.  An example medium level dungeon.

This is part of D101 Games’ “Ye Little Book of HeroQuest Fantasy” 
series of pdfs which gives the harried Narrator some pick up and play 
ideas when inspiration fails.
While self contained and useable on its own, this pdf contains ideas 
which are expanded on in the following pdfs:
“Ye Little Book of HeroQuest Heroes” – a collection of 40+ HeroQuest 
keywords for Fantasy Heroes.
“Ye Little Book of HeroQuest Monsters” – a listing of 40+ fantasy 
monsters.
“Ye Little Book of HeroQuest Magic” – More fantasy magic 
frameworks (Sorcery, Divine, Personal), example magic items and off 
the peg spells.
“Ye Little Book of HeroQuest Locations” – Drop in and play adventure 
locales for your fantasy games.
“Ye Little Book of HeroQuest Adventures” – How to run fantasy 
adventures to their best effect under the HeroQuest ruleset and a 
collection of Adventure ideas to get you up and going in no time at all.
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1. Hero generation
The Class Keyword
Choose one of the four class keywords at 10, 17 or 5M , depending on 
chosen ‘Level’, Low, Mid or High respectively ( see guidelines below ).

Fighter
Abilities
Fight with Sword and Shield*, Fire bow*, Use armour defensively, 
Tough, Stand at front and look out for danger, Defend rear of group, 
Inspiring Battle Cry.
*Substitute other weapons dependant on Fighter’s individual fighting 
style.

Thief
Abilities
Pickpockets, Climb walls, Find Secret doors,  Creep up behind you and 
stab you in the back, Avoid traps, Find and Disarm Traps, Open Locks, 
Scout ahead, Member of the Thieves’ Guild. 

Magic User
Abilities
Read long dead Arcane languages, Determine function of a magic item, 
Brew Potion, Fight with staff, Fight with dagger, Write magical scroll, 
Read & Use Magical Scroll (Magic User) Member of the Magic User’s 
Guild.
Magic spells see Vancian Magic below

Cleric
Abilities
Fight with Mace and shield, Use heavy armour, Read & Use Magical 
Scroll (Cleric), Lead worship of [Deity], Member of a Religion, Turn 
Undead (see note below).
Magic spells see Vancian Magic below.  Clerics also gain the ability 
“Turn Undead” as a reusable magical power.
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Race
A racial keyword is an optional keyword that starts at 10, 17  or 5M 
(depending on chosen ‘Level’, see guidelines below). It grants a 
few abilities at the expense of limiting the choice of available Class 
keywords.  Non-Human races also have the option of having multiple 
class keywords (see below).

Human
Abilities: Speak Common human tongue.
Available Classes: All.

Dwarf
Abilities: Short and Dour, Sense depth underground, Detect oddities in 
masonry, See in Dark.
Available Classes: Fighter, Cleric, Thief

Halfling
Abilities: Short but Tough as Old Tree Roots, Eat pies, Hide in Bushes, 
See in Dark,.
Available Classes: Fighter, Thief

Elves
Abilities: See in Dark, spot secret doors, Tall and graceful. 
Available Classes: Fighter, Magic User, Thief

Multi-keyword
Races can multi-class, start with two keywords but at three less than a 
a single classed character (i.e. 7,12, 3M).
Dwarf: fighter-Cleric, Fighter-Thief, Cleric-Thief
Halfling: Fighter-Thief
Elves: Fighter-Thief, Fighter-Magic User, Magic User-Thief

Choose abilities
Choose 10 other abilities. Note Magic abilities cannot be chosen if you 
don’t possess one of the Magic using Class Keywords. Abilities start 
at 8, 13, or 17 , depending on chosen ‘Level’ of play ( see guidelines 
below).
Avoid duplicating abilities covered by Class Keyword. Instead fill out 
with:
Magic items. A big part of Old Skool Dungeoneering is the magic items 
that characters collect in their adventures. (see magic below)
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